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In the Third Plenary Session of the 18th Central Committee of our Party, the goal 
of integrating technical resources to improve the government supporting mechanism 
towards fundamental, strategic and forefront technical researches was brought up. 
Premier Keqiang Li emphasized that we should make good use of the Big Data 
platform to help maintain a fair market by exploring new ways of supervising when 
he made a speech at State Administration of Industry and Commerce (SAIC). This 
speech draws up blueprint for SAIC to reinforce market supervision. For long years, 
the information condition in industrial and commercial administration is relatively 
backdated. Data is hand-written and paper-saved and service window is onefold and 
simplex. Limited by these conditions, low-efficiency, slow-information and 
incomplete storage of paper materials are quite common. There is great need for the 
informatization in industrial and commercial administration. 
The thesis tries to design and analyze the information platform system for 
industrial and commercial administration based on the contemporary computer 
science. It takes the great need of changing from the old single-window supervision to 
the new informational and statistic ways of supervision. The platform integrates all 
sorts of information and sets up data bases to meet all kinds of needs. In designing the 
platform, the author takes reality into consideration. From the point view of a 
common business regulator, the author mainly illustrates three kinds of workflows, 
that is, making licenses, supervision of administrative illegality and 12315 consumer 
protection. Also, it provides charts, sheets and diagrams to make it more vividly 
explained. The platform is well-functioned and easy to deal with. It can meet the basic 
administrative needs for primary supervision. The application of this platform can 
help integrate the working system and administration system, making the once mixed 
and disordered work and information sorted up and integrated. We can make good use 
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